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Sicilia en Primeur, an international showcase of Sicilian winemaking excellence
Sicilia en Primeur was created by Assovini Sicilia back
in 2004. Since then, it has strengthened more and
more its reputation as an international event, as the
Sicilian window into the world, capable of attracting
the wine specialized press and of becoming a notto-be-missed wine event. The annual touring event
alternates winetasting, tours, masterclasses, conferences, winery visits. The protagonists are the wine
producers as members of “Assovini Sicilia”, who represent the excellence of Sicilian production in all of its
dimensions, from the smallest to the largest winery.
Every year, a different theme connects viticulture to
the cultural history of Sicily, and wine is definitely
elected as a symbol and protagonist of the Sicilian
cultural heritage. The partner companies wine production, tastings and observations on the vintage are
at the heart of all the meetings.

Wine becomes thus an exclusive key to understanding the thousand facets of the island and its historical-cultural heritage, together with the history of the
winemakers and the partner wineries.
The city of Erice was selected by Assovini Sicilia as
the venue of the 18th edition of Sicilia en Primeur
2022.
Erice represents a deeper meaning choice connected
with its profile and history: a cultural and scientific
center of international renown, as well as a laboratory of ideas. Therefore, the medieval city becomes
the city of the future, a strong supporter of values
consistent with sustainability such as respect for
the environment, science, the genius loci, traditions,
continuity with the past heritage and the idea of a
sustainable, low impact future.

Sicilia en Primeur 2022: Back to the roots, Sicily experiencing the future
“The topic selected for the 2022 edition of Sicilia en Primeur is “Back to the roots, Sicily experiencing the future”: in fact, we wish to share and emphasize the message that Sicilian viticulture is ready for the challenges
of tomorrow still treasuring its precious practices of the past, many of which have remained intact over the
years, although consistent with technological innovation. The special location and its Mediterranean climatic
characteristics allow Sicily a great flexibility towards climatic changes, when compared to other places. This
flexibility belongs also to the winemakers and wine producers, who have always been familiar with the management of the criticalities connected to the particular climatic conditions of the years and to turn them
into skills.As an island with an innate sustainable vocation, it is enabled to govern the challenges of the climate changes in a more natural and sustainable way, without traumatic repercussions on agriculture, viticulture
and the landscape. Some of the good practices of the Sicilian winemaking tradition have been kept intact
over the years, although consistent with technological innovation but still fostering evolution in respect of
environment and man. Sicily viticulture is already experiencing the future by treasuring the precious teachings of the past, combining modernity with the viticultural heritage handed down for centuries.
Thanks to the solid formation of Sicilian wine companies, many of which are structured as family business
and that have farsightedly invested in the future, this transition sees the next generations playing a fundamental role.”
Laurent Bernard de la Gatinais - President of Assovini Sicilia
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OBJECTIVES:

Assovini Sicilia/About Us

Diego Planeta, Giacomo Rallo and Lucio
Tasca d'Almerita sign the charter of the
association. A team of wine producers,
from large to small, who begin to share
the same goal, to enter themselves in
the markets and at the same time to raise awareness among institutions about
the importance of the world of Sicilian
wine.

“Sicilia en Primeur”, the event intended
to combine the need to disclose the
quality of the last harvest and the wines
of the last vintage as well, is born. For
the first years the event venue is Palermo; from the year 2007 it has become
a touring event moving throughout Sicily. The strong message of Sicily as a
“brand” starts from there.

Each member may express their opinion: each

associate companies

head a vote

Laurent Bernard de la Gatinais

68% of them are family-run businesses

Under the chairmanship of Mr Antonio
Rallo, co-owner of the Donnafugata
wine company, Assovini proves to be
ready for the generational change. The
promotional activity also starts in the
EU countries with the PSR SicilIa (RDP
Sicily).

It becomes a member of the promoting
committee of Sicilia DOC and contributes to the establishment of the Consorzio di Tutela Vini Doc Sicilia (Consortium
for the safeguarding of Sicily DOC wines).

Mr Francesco Ferreri, co-owner of the Valle dell’Acate winery, is elected President.

Assovini Sicilia takes part to Expo 2015 as
the main partner of the Sicilian Region.

WineinSicily.com is born, the online
magazine published by Assovini. Mr
Francesco Pensovecchio is the editorial
director.

Mr Alessio Planeta is elected President,
Ms Mariangela Cambria as the Vice-President. The Board of Directors includes
Mr Laurent Bernard de la Gatinais, Mr Michele Faro, Mr Francesco Ferreri, Ms Lilly
Ferro, Mr Federico Lombardo di Monte
Iato, Ms Josè Rallo, Mr Alberto Tasca d’Almerita .

Assovini Sicilia directly organizes Vinitaly 2018 for its associate companies.

Assovini Sicilia buys new and prestigious headquarters, the nerve center
for its activities and all the initiatives for
the promotion of the association and
its members who, in the meantime, reached the number of 90.

Assovini Sicilia is committed to continue
the promotion of the wines of its associates through specific initiatives, meetings with the press, press tours, digital
tools, a marketing and communication
plan aimed at enhancing the excellence
of the wines produced by the companies belonging to Assovini Sicilia.

Assovini Sicilia, together with the Consorzio Vini Sicilia Doc, participates in
the foundation of Fondazione SOStain
Sicilia

Mr Laurent Bernard de la Gatinais, the
owner of Tenute Rapitalà, was elected
President. The following members are
part of the Board of Directors: Mr Achille
Alessi, Ms Mariangela Cambria, Ms Giovanna Caruso, Mr Michele Faro, Ms Lilly
Ferro, Mr Federico Lombardo di Monte
Iato, Ms Josè Rallo, Mr Alberto Tasca.

Lilly Ferro
All members have control over the wine production chain, from the vineyard to the bottle
and focus on the production of quality wine.

total turnover of Assovini
Associates:

Board of Directors

The great love for Sicily together with the
strong belief that the Sicilian wine and territory
represent a unique value in the Italian and world
wine scene is the essence on which Assovini is
based.

OBJECTIVES:

Having already built its solid image in
the domestic market, Assovini Sicilia
launches itself across the border and attends promotion events abroad through
the presentation of integrated projects
based on subsidized financing with European funds, such as the CMO Promotion on Third Countries.

Achille Alessi, Mariangela Cambria, Giovanna Caruso, Michele Faro, Lilly Ferro,
Federico Lombardo di Monte Iato, Josè
Rallo, Alberto Tasca d’Almerita.

Let the world know about the uniqueness of Sicilian wines with their distinctive characteristics and
peculiarities
Bring together the associated partners in pursuing common goals;
Building a wine system also recognized by and communicating with the institutions
Promote high-quality viticulture from a mosaic of territories
Strengthen the territorial identity of Sicily by highlighting the cultural richness of the different terroirs
and the stylistic interpretations of our winemakers
Outline and develop marketing strategies aimed at promoting our members’ wine sector
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Sicily, a unique continent and a mosaic of vines

From The Vineyard To The Cellar: Sicily, The Perfect Island To Grow Quality Grapes

SICILY IS A TRUE WINEMAKING CONTINENT, MADE OF AREAS WITH DIFFERENT PEDOCLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS AND OF A MOSAIC OF VARIEGATED VINEYARDS THAT EMBODY THE PLURALITY OF
ALL ITS 24 DENOMINATIONS.

The variety of the landscapes and climates
of Sicily, the largest island in the Mediterranean Sea (26 thousand square kilometers),
results in an extraordinary diversity of soils:
lava, limestone, clay, tuff. These lands are cultivated with autochthonous and international
vines from which wines representing a full
and multiple expression of a specific territory
are produced. From the wines of the island
of Pantelleria, the European strip of land
closest to Africa, to those of the Faro DOC
stretching eastwards towards Calabria, to the
volcanic wines of Mt. Etna. A regional heritage of unparalleled richness and diversity,
6

enhanced thanks to the zoning and clonal selection wanted and decided by Assovini Sicilia and managed at a public level by the Sicily
Regional Authority. An intense research work
also aimed at identifying the fundamental
connection between vine and terroir, which
is the base of the inestimable richness of Sicilian wine.
Sicily has a Mediterranean
climate, to be found only in
2% of the global territory.

ted in the complex research study on autochthonous varieties. The project, which has already given interesting
results, also involves some so-called “relic” varieties because endangered. Started in 2003 and called “Valorization of
Sicilian indigenous vines”, the study aims at recovering,
safeguarding and enhancing the Sicilian ampelographic
heritage in its complexity. The island remains one of the
few reservoirs of European viticultural variability where it
is possible to find many vines varieties of which memory
had been lost, as well as ancestral varieties currently cultivated in distant places. Nowadays, more than 60 varieties
are cultivated in Sicily. Among the main autochthonous
red berries we can find: Nero d’Avola, Nerello Mascalese,
Frappato, Nerello Cappuccio, Perricone. Among the main
The great synergy between nature and man has created autochthonous white grapes: Catarratto, Grillo, Inzolia,
a viticulture that, although rooted in the past, has laid the Grecanico, Zibibbo, Moscato bianco, Carricante, Malvasia.
foundations for the future, under the banner of research
and sustainable experimentation. This is well demonstraKissed by the sun, caressed by the wind, Sicilian vineyards
are blessed with such an extraordinary natural privilege.
The “Island of sun”, this is how Sicily was renamed due
to the 2500 hours of sunshine per year, an island where
the plants keep away the use of pesticides and chemical
interventions on vineyards. Here, a great wine is first of
all a great fruit, which is above all the natural expression
of a rich territory translated through a simple wine making process, without any artifices and elaborations. An
ancestral savoir faire refined from generation to generation which has nowadays increasingly developed the
culture of excellence also through the enhancement of
autochthonous varieties.
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L’EXPORT
the appeal of Assovini Sicilia members’ wine worldwide

Enotourism and wine experience, when wine becomes well-being

Quality wines, amazing landscapes and unique historical-archaeological heritage are the main factors that led
to the election of Sicily as a food & wine destination in 2021 (Report on Italy Food and Wine Tourism 2021).
labels produced by the associate wine companies

Associate companies producing
wines with controlled denomination of origin (DOC)

of sales are represented by export

This context is strategic to give value to Sicilian enotourism, declined in a multiplicity of dimensions which
flank the production of associated wineries - from visits and tastings to accommodation, wine trekking, picnics among rows of vines, cooking classes. In a word, wine tourism becomes well-being. A holistic vision where
wine becomes a complex cultural factor and a symbol of excellence of the Made in Sicily.
Aware of the growing trend of Sicilian enotourism, Assovini Sicilia members have bet on the combination of
tourism and wine and successfully contribute to driving the “Sicily” brand in the valorization of its territory.
Competence, determination and professionalism, together with marketing, planning and communication
strategies, have led Assovini Sicilia’s companies to invest more and more in wine tourism.
According to a research conducted by Assovini Sicilia, all wineries have spaces to offer visitors the experience of tasting and 33% can also provide hotel accommodation; 50% of the associates have a restaurant inside
the structure, 52% are able to offer wine experience routes to wine tourists (Pic-nic between the rows, yoga,
art and wine, music and wine, cooking class, etc).
In the last 5 years, Assovini Sicilia’s wineries have recorded an increase in presences of more than 30%, with
58% of foreign tourists encouraging the incoming of the visits to the wineries.
Among the countries of origin of the wine tourists who choose Assovini Sicilia companies, the geographical
distribution sees the United States, Germany, United Kingdom, Sweden and France as first in the ranking. The
members have a double merit: traveling all over the world to make the brand Sicily known and betting on the
hospitality in the region (source: Assovini Sicilia study).

52%

STRUCTURES

Assovini Sicilia brings together 90 Sicilian wine companies that share different elements: the total control of the wine production chain, from the vineyard
to the bottle, the production of quality bottled wine
and the international vision of the market. In total,
the associate wineries produce about 900 labels. 95%
of the companies produce wines with controlled denomination of origin (DOC). Export represents more
than 50% of sales. The products of some of the associate companies reach over 100 countries worldwide.
Traditional markets such as Germany, Switzerland, En8

gland, Japan, USA, Canada and Russia are now joined
by emerging markets like Brazil, China, South Korea
and South East Asia. The European market, covering
45% of sales, is the natural end market for the wines
of Assovini Sicilia’s associated companies, whereas
31% of the sale channels in the American continent
makes it the first non-EU market for our wines. New
opportunities are now emerging in new countries:
from Asia, the third market with 16% of sales, to Oceania and Africa, ranking fourth and fifth respectively
with their 6% and 2%.

Offers Wine Experiences To Wine
Tourists (Picnic Among The Vine
Rows, Yoga, Etc.)

Tourists in
2018

33%

50%

Of Members Can Provide In-House Accommodation

Of Members Have A Restaurant
Inside The Structure

98%

TREND OF TOURISM IN SICILY
The success of incoming tourism, constantly growing in recent years, has
led to an increase in wine tourism.

HOSPITALITY

Of Wineries Have Spaces
Available For Welcoming
(Only Tasting)

Of Wineries Have Spaces
Available For Welcoming
(Only Tasting)
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Assovini Green: Sicily, an island with a natural sustainable vocation
Sicily pays close attention to environment: this is the fruit
of a centuries-old agricultural culture based on the dialogue between man and nature and on the ability of Sicilian
winemakers to transform the challenges of climate change
into skills, managing to govern them without disrupting the
territory and in its full respect. An increasingly green cultivation which, also helped by the favorable climate, focuses on
organic cultivation, on the reduction of pesticides and the
abandonment of chemical weeding.
Sicily ranks first in Italy for the acreage dedicated to organic
cultivation of vines. The areas of organic cultivation vines in
the island is equal to 26,241 hectares (the national figure is
117,378 hectares), equal to 27% of the vines cultivated areas
in Sicily [UniCredit-Nomisma study “Competitività e scenari
evolutivi per il vino italiano e siciliano secondo l’Agri4Index
Nomisma-UniCredit”- Aprile 2022” (Competitiveness and
evolutionary scenarios for Italian and Sicilian wine according
to the Nomisma-UniCredit Agri4Index”- April 2022)]
The companies in Assovini Sicilia do not back out of this green vocation, which represents the future of the Sicilian wine-growing world. They are carrying out a real green revolution with courage, passion and determination, together with
the sharing of good practices and knowledge. The member
companies have set up 4819 hectares of organic vineyards,
and more than half of Assovini Sicilia companies are certified
organic. 56% of the members use plants for the production
of clean energy, in particular photovoltaic and/or solar thermal systems; 75% have obtained an environmental certifica-

tion (SOStain, Carbon Footprint, VIVA) while 49% practice
biodiversity in the vineyard (green manure, absence of chemical weeding, crop diversification, maintenance of natural
areas, introduction of bee hives, etc.). Many producers have
also decided to intervene on the weight of the bottles by
utilizing thinner and lighter glass.
Integrated pest management methods allow winegrowers
to intervene only when necessary, focusing on prevention
and reducing the use of phytosanitary products in order to
privilege natural solutions, whenever possible. The agronomic choices for sustainability have a follow up in the decisions made by the business management. Sustainability
means also varietal biodiversity. Member wineries cultivate
more than 50 different varieties. Among these, some experimental autochthonous varieties represent a regional heritage still largely unexplored. For this reason, about one
third of the members carries experiments in vineyards,
86% of which addressed to autochthonous varieties. Some
members cover more than 20 cultivated autochthonous varieties, both authorized and experimental.
SICILY HAS ONE OF THE HIGHEST RATES OF USE OF INTEGRATED AND GUIDED PEST MANAGEMENT WHICH, AS
FOR THE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES, REACHES ALMOST
70% OF THE VINEYARD AREAS .
97K hectares: Sicily is Italy’s largest vineyard, larger than the South Africa’s
and of the same size of Germany’s vineyard”.
26K hectares: Sicily organic vineyard is the largest in Italy. It is more than
three times the Veneto’s, twice the size of Tuscany’s and almost twice the size
of Puglia’s.
The largest organic wine production area in Italy (30% of the Italian acreage)
The first largest Italian region for organic acreage (370K+ hectares)
over 42K hectares of sustainable vineyards
Ampelographic abundance: over 70 autochthonous varieties
Highly diversified soil
100 days harvest
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Assovini Sicilia partner companies: a smart, efficient and dynamic organizational model

Sicily Of Wine: A Centuries-Long Pleasure

With its solid roots in the family history and tradition, Assovini Sicilia partner companies look to the future by
combining innovative technology, social and environmental sustainability, research, with an efficient, dynamic, smart organizational environment. 68% of the associate companies are family-run businesses.
Nowadays, the winemaking heritage of Assovini Sicilia is entrusted to the new generation.
The organization structure of member companies is aligned with that of modern businesses, with a strong
push towards staff training and investment in human resources that enable companies to be increasingly
competitive.
More than 60% of the Assovini Sicilia wine companies invest in specialization courses for their employees
(languages courses, wine culture and tasting courses, computer courses); 70% of them regularly organize
convivial team building activities, whereas for 65% of the entrepreneurs holidays are always an occasion to
share the feeling of gratitude towards their employees.
The presence of women is highly valued in the welcoming and challenging work environment. According to
an internal research conducted by Assovini Sicilia, the presence of women is seen inside 95% of the associate
companies, with more than 50% of women at the top level, holding leadership positions and with important
decision-making roles. Moreover, there are twelve active “Donne del Vino” (the Ladies of Wine) in the regional association, including the current Regional Delegate, Ms Roberta Urso.

Some fossil grape seeds found at the foot of Mt. Etna and in the Aeolian Islands would seem to demonstrate
that vine already grew spontaneously in Sicily before the appearance of man on Earth. However, the Greeks
are to be credited for introducing new vines and improving the cultivation techniques. After some centuries
when the peninsula was raided by barbarian invasions, the cultivation of vine in Sicily was resumed during
the Arab domination (827 - 1091) with the sole purpose of producing grapes but not wine, forbidden by
the Muslim religion. In the eighteenth century an English merchant, John Woodhouse, sent from Sicily to
Liverpool some casks of Marsala wine to which he had added some alcohol for a better preservation. Given
the success of Sicilian fortified wine in England, these shipments continued for years. In 1870, when the
phylloxera devastated the French vineyards, part of the demand for wine arrived in Sicily and in a short time
the vineyards areas in Sicily tripled. However, just 10 years later, phylloxera appeared in Sicily as well and destroyed most of its viticultural heritage. The replanting time was long, but the Sicily that emerged from the
ashes was new and oriented to the quality production. The re-birth of Sicilian winemaking, at first focused on
the experimentation of international grape varieties and subsequently on the rediscovery of its own identity
and the valorization of the most interesting autochthonous grape varieties dates back to the 1970’s. Today,
Sicilian wine scene has gained a solid national and international reputation in terms of history, quality and
innovation. The Sicily that is part of Assovini Sicilia grows by focusing on the values of the past and looking
to the future with innovation, sustainability and growth. An important role is played by the new generations,
already ready to take over and to helm solid wineries. Wine in Sicily is not only an important economic resource, but it is also a cultural expression, witness of knowledge, traditions, and guardian of imperishable values.
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PROFILE 2022
ASSOVINI SICILIA WAS FOUNDED IN 1998
90 COMPANIES/MEMBERS ARE PART OF ASSOVINI SICILIA
IN 68% OF CASES THEY ARE FAMILY-OWNED COMPANIES
95% OF THE ASSOCIATE COMPANIES INCLUDE WOMEN
MORE THAN 50% OF WOMEN AT THE TOP LEVELS
VITICULTURE
TOTAL HECTARES OF ASSOVINI SICILY MEMBERS VINEYARDS: 16.192
TOTAL AREA OF ORGANIC WINEYARDS OF ASSOVINI SICILY MEMBERS: 4819 ha
PRODUCTION OF ASSOVINI SICILY MEMBERS
OVER 68 M OF BOTTLES IN THE LAST YEARS
98% OF THE WINERIES PRODUCE DOC (DENOMINATION OF CONTROLLED ORIGIN) WINES
OVER 300 M/ € is the TURNOVER OF ASSOVINI SICILY member COMPANIES
Over 900 LABELS PRODUCED BY ASSOCIATED WINERIES
ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY OF ASSOVINI SICILIA MEMBERS
More than 50% OF THE ASSOVINI SICILIA COMPANIES have organic certification
75% OF the MEMBERS HAVE OBTAINED AN ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION
56% OF THE MEMBERS PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE ACTIONS (PHOTOVOLTAIC, ETC.)
49% OF THE MEMBERS PROMOTE BIODIVERSITY (GREEN MANURE, ETC.)
70 DIFFERENT VARIETIES CULTIVATED BY ASSOCIATED WINERIES
ENOTOURISM
98% OF WINERIES HAVE SPACES FOR WELCOMING (ONLY TASTING)
50% OF ASSOCIATES HAVE A CATERING ACTIVITY INSIDE THEIR STRUCTURE
33% OF MEMBERS CAN PROVIDE IN-HOUSE HOTEL ACCOMMODATION INSIDE THEIR STRUCTURE
52% OFFERS WINE EXPERIENCES TO WINE TOURISTS (PICNIC AMONG THE VINE ROWS, YOGA, MUSIC IN THE
VINEYARD, ETC.)
EXPORT
EXPORTS ACCOUNT FOR OVER 50% OF SALES
EUROPE: FIRST DESTINATION MARKET FOR 45% OF ASSOCIATES
31% AMERICAS
16% ASIA
6% OCEANIA
2% AFRICA
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